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INTRODUCING HEY GIRL GLOBAL



+ Hi. I am a feminist, and
I study Global Media.
Dr. Theresa M. Senft
Global Liberal Studies, NYU, USA

Research Areas: 
media, digital media, performance, gender,
race, globalization,  celebrity culture

Recent Fieldwork: 
Shanghai, Paris, London, New York

Prior teaching:
London, U.S. Virgin Islands, Accra, 

New Orleans



+ I am part of the 
Hey Girl Global Network

We’re an  international, multilingual 
network 

of university teachers, students & activists
devoted to studying the intersection of 

girl, street and media culture 
at a global level. 



+ Global Media & 
Girl Culture



+ Global Media and Girl Culture in 
Public Space (aka Street Culture)





+ Our Working Model: 
Selfies Research Network

Most of our membership 
already participates in 
the International Selfies 
Researchers Network, 
which has successfully 
launched an online 
education initiative, 
international mini-
conferences, a series of 
publications, and an 
active Facebook group.

Our working model for organizing:
International Selfies Research Network



look at our languages!
Our Working Model:
International Selfies Research Network

More than 15 
languages on 
our welcome 
page!



+ Hey Girl Global 
also has an International 
Membership Roster

• USA
• Canada
• England
• France
• Germany
• Spain
• Greece
• Italy
• Netherlands
• New Zealand
• Pakistan
• Ireland
• Norway

• Singapore
• South Africa
• China
• Brazil
• Thailand
• Uruguay
• Jamaica
• Korea
• Australia
• Sweden
• India
• Denmark
• Finland

And growing each day…

And growing each day

• Estonia
• Poland
• Croatia
• Mexico



+ Languages spoken by
Hey Girl Global members

• English
• Spanish
• French
• Portuguese
• German
• Spain
• Greek
• Italian
• Dutch
• Hindi
• Urdu
• Croatian
• Hebrew
• Bengali

• Mandarin
• Thai
• Korean
• Swedish
• Norwegian
• Danish
• Finnish
• Russian
• Estonian
• Afrikaans
• Polish
• Arabic
• Dari
• Telugu

And growing each day…

And more 
each day!



Hey Girl Global Projects





HGG OPEN NETWORKS

We are committed to connecting our members to 
one another as scholars, activists and students who 
may be geographically dispersed, but are linked 
through our passions. Soon we will have a 
database to help link members who wish to gather 
together for create conference panels, co-author 
papers, engage in creative projects together, or 
have coffee while visiting elsewhere. 



HGG SYLLABI

Our free and open access syllabus project 
gathers the power of academics assembled 
in different universities around the world to 
offer theoretical reading material, case 
studies, and exercises for teachers and 
students looking to study the intersections 
of girl, street and media culture worldwide. 



HGG SYLLABI 2

The first of these courses considers how girl, street 
and media cultures intersect around topics like 
activism, history, sexual expression, public space, 
subcultural practices and consumerism. 

All lessons are designed to be transnational in 
focus, modular in nature, and “pluggable” into 
existing course syllabi. 



HGG SYLLABI 3

Our model for 
collaborative 
syllabus 
development 
comes from
experiences 
with the 
Selfies 
Research 
Network

From 
the 
selfies 
syllabus



HGG PUBLICATIONS

Our group is currently considering possibilities 
for publication, including an edited volume on 
global girl/street/media culture, and/or special 
issue of a scholarly journal. We are especially 
interested in early career academics willing to 
spearhead these initiatives (in exchange for byline 
editorial credit, of course!) .





HGG MAGAZINE



+ Hey Girl Global Online
Magazine Project

The Hey Girl Global online magazine 
will launch in September 2016.

The magazine, created by network
members, will  include long and short form 
print/photo/video essays about 
girl/street/media culture  worldwide.

Our focus is on transnational and 
comparative thinking,  so we’re 
organizing the magazine by theme, but
posts are tagged by country to help 

readers searching cross-geographically.



Some Hey Girl Global Magazine Themes



284 FB 
members 

To come:
weibo, snapchat,
periscope and 
whatsapp

HGG SOCIAL MEDIA



We also use 
social media to 
live blog
from 
conferences of 
interest to 
members.
Here’s where 
we’ve been 
lately:

HGG SOCIAL MEDIA 2



Pretoria, South Africa

Sao Carlos, Brazil

HGG SOCIAL MEDIA 3



Crowd-Sourced
Media Ethnography

HGG MEDIA 
ETHNOGRAPHY



+

Who might want to participate
in crowd sourced media ethnography?

Teachers,
Students,
Interested 
Parties

Students
Who Are/
Have Been
Abroad

International
Students
on Any 
Campus

Faculty
Interested in 
Building Class
Projects

Interested 
Parties 
Worldwide



+ Meet Student A:
Winnie, from Beijing, China

Winnie began her first two years as a 
student in New York, and is now in her  third 
year abroad in London.

Winnie is fascinated by art and fashion. Her 
English is strong, but sometimes she 
struggles with cultural difference issues.



+ Winnie’s Question

During London 
Fashion Week,  
Winnie sees the 
image to the left 
plastered all over 
the tube. 

She is confused. 
Who would do 
this and why?



+ #WONDER

Winnie uses Instagram to upload 
a photo of the image she saw on 
the tube. She  tags the photo  
#wonder, as well as #hgg

HGG editors post Winnie’s query 
on the blog, which has an email 
alert feature. They also use Twitter,
Weibo and WeChat to help solicit 
answers.



+ Meet Student B:
Viola, from Milan, Italy

Viola spent her undergrad 
years at school in Italy, and is 
now in graduate school in 
Buenos Aires.

Viola loves music. She speaks 
Spanish, but sometimes feels 
a bit out of place.



+ Viola answers 
Winnie’s Question

When Viola sees Winnie’s image on Instagram, 
Viola remembers that when she was a high school 
student in Milan, she saw a  similar image posted 
during Milan ‘s Fashion Week as part of a political 
protest against “size zero.”  

She reposts the image on her Instagram feed with 
tag #protest and the line “In BA now; I remember 
from Italy…”



+ Meet Student C:
Ash, from London, England

Ash is from London, is now studying 
in Shanghai. He loves activist art. He 
speaks a bit of Mandarin, but not 
enough to ask complicated 
questions. 

Viola’s #protest tag on Instagram
reminds him that he has a 
question…..



+ Ash’s Question

While touring Shanghai’s M50 Art District, 
Ash becomes very interested in the wide 
range of styles among women artists…



+ Ash’s 
Question

He is especially interested in one exhibit devoted 
to street prostitution, and wonders why he 
hasn’t seen more of this work in Shanghai…



+ Winnie’s 
Reply…

Winnie, from Beijing, replies that Shanghai is 
normally seen as a more ‘commercial’ locale, 
whereas Beijing is where one goes for ‘political’ 
art, like the photo above. 

Ash remembers a similar dynamic in London 
and Manchester, and decides to write his senior 
thesis comparing global zones of political art…





HGG GLOBAL SOUTH

These mini conferences (e.g. less than fifty 
participants) are designed to gather scholarship 
on the intersection of girl, street, and media from 
places outside the Northern hemisphere. The idea 
is to have two-three sets of conferences spread 
through capital cities in particular regions. 

Currently in the planning stages: HGG Africa; 
HGG SE Asia



HGG BEYOND MARGINS

These mini conferences (e.g. less than fifty 
participants) are designed to gather scholarship 
on the intersection of girl, street, and media from 
communities who identify as marginalized or 
under-reported in mainstream media, and to 
foreground the work of researchers who work in 
and with these communities. 

Currently in planning stages: HGG Speaks with 
African American YouTube Stars.





+ Questions?
Contributions?
Find us on the web:
www.heygirlglobal.com

Questions and/or Connections:
terri.senft@nyu.edu

Contribute to Hey Girl Global Magazine:
heygirlglobal@gmail.com

Join us on Facebook:
www.facebook.com/groups/heygirlglobal/


